
DÉCORS &
PANORAMIQUES



wallcover ings for the ultimate in refinement
de ultieme verfijning in muurbekleding

le revêtement mural dans sa quintessence
Wandbekleidung für raffinierte Eleganz

arte-international.com

With over forty years’ experience, Arte is well-known in the world of 
luxury interiors. Nowadays our sophisticated wallcovering is used all 
over the world, which is something we are really proud of. Every year 
we create an exquisite range of new collections which are designed 
in-house by a team of experienced designers. The emphasis is always 

on quality and innovation. 
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THE DESIGNS IMMERSE YOU IN 
INTRIGUING STORIES.

SURPRISING MATERIALS ARE 
THE FINISHING TOUCH.

DÉCORS & PANORAMIQUES
Not only the pattern appeals to the imagination, the material used 
is also surprising. From velvety soft silk looks and bouclé fabrics to 
sophisticated linen effects.
 
“Décors” are lavish images that make a statement on the wall. These 
eye-catchers are easy to use in any room. 
The hand-painted scenes of the “Panoramiques” are artistic gems 
and always consist of several panels that together form one 
panoramic whole.
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“Décors” are lavish images that make a statement on the wall. 
These eye-catchers are easy to use in any room.
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Stagionato

Discover a classic floral drawing in the design 
Stagionato, Italian for weathered look. The attractive 

linen texture is extremely visible in close up; from 
a little further away, it is mainly the weathered, 

somewhat faded drawing that stands out.

Décor

Decor with a woven linen look

33010
Foliage

33011
Amaranth

33012
Natural
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Decor with a look of bouclé textile

Tropicali

In this tropical scene, drawn in the Old English style, 
you will discover exotic plants and birds on a base 

with a bouclé textile look. The illusion of fine tears in 
the drawing accentuates the craftsmanship 

of this design.

Décor

33000
Lemony Green

33001
Golden Lilac

33002
Linen Silver

33003
Black Sepia
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Decor with a soft textile effect

Dioré

Dioré is a wonderful print on a high-pile textile. It 
is a contemporary, more abstract interpretation of 

classic tapestries. Thanks to the high quality of the 
textile and the colour nuances in the design, this 
wallcovering can barely be distinguished from a 

hand-tufted carpet. The design owes its name to the 
protected Forêt de Dioré on the island of Réunion. 

Décor

48010
Grass

48011
Desert Sun

48012
Mustard

48013
Cobalt
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Gardens of Okayama

This colourful Japanese garden has been carefully 
embroidered with great attention to detail onto this 
base of sisal fibres, with the different shades of the 
threads revealing its natural character. The fairy-tale 

scene appeals to the imagination.

Décor

Decor with glossy embroidery on natural sisal fibers

54500
Winter Garden

54501
Midnight Garden

54502
Blossom Garden
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Saranda

In this design, you will discover hills and trees under 
a soft cloudy sky. Drawn in a typical Asian style, it 

was named after the Saranda forest in India. A highly 
appropriate name, as Saranda literally means 

‘seven hundred hills’.

Décor

Decor with refined silk effect

11540
Vermilion Trees

11541
Amber Woods
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Decor with refined silk effect

Manali

A timeless representation of the traditional mountain 
villages of the Himalayas, where Buddhist prayer 
flags often flutter in the wind. The inhabitants of 

these inhospitable areas try to attract happiness and 
prosperity in this way. The design was named after 
the Himalayan village of Manali, where hundreds of 

flags set the scene.

Décor

26

11550
Blueberry Hills

11551
Sepia Clouds
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Myriad

An abstract, tropical print that gives a real inlaid feel. 
If you look closely, you can see the texture of woven 

grasses in the background. The watercolour effect 
lends a soft touch to the exotic flowers.

Décor

Decor with a fil-à-fil technique

24100
Summer Bouquet

24101
Pistachio Pink

24102
Indigo Myth
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Mont Royal

This decor conjures up an abstract forest on your 
wall. The tree trunks form straight, vertical lines that 
contrast beautifully with the rounded shapes of the 
crowns. This fairytale scene with a playful touch is 

made of soft velour.

Décor

Decor with a velour look

97700
Evergreen

97701
Bark

97702
Green Golds



Decor with a fine linen effect

Bird of Paradise

In bloom, the bird of paradise plant is characterised 
by its exuberant colours. The colours of the leaves 
of this South African plant, on the other hand, are 

deep green. The enlarged print of these hand-painted 
leaves intrigues with its simplicity and subtle finish in 

fine linen effect.

Décor

97570
Blush

97571
Gold

97572
Emerald
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E s c a m a  #  6 6 0 31

Fl amencos Andinos

This frivolous decor shows a group of graceful 
flamingos. The balanced colours in combination 

with natural woven jute give the flamboyant whole
a calm touch.

Décor

Decor with a jute look

97610
Almond Green

97611
Butterfly Weeds

97612
Marigold
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Les Grenouilles de Chavroches

A playful representation of a family of frogs. It takes 
you to a beautiful fantasy world where they alone 

reside. This dreamy pattern is finished in a luxurious 
satin look.

Décor

Decor with a satin look

97510
Camouflage

97511
Woodwork

97512
Atlantic
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Toile de Tibet 

Toile de Tibet features a colourful agricultural scene 
from Tibet, in which strength and craftsmanship 

combine to create purity and authenticity. This hand-
painted decor is printed on horizontally woven paper 

look strips, creating a weathered effect. 

Décor

Decor on horizontally woven paper look strips

97690
Pink Blossom

97691
Rust

97692
Moss
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Odisha Dance

Odisha Dance shows the ancient traditional Indian 
dance. It breathes rhythm and exuberance. This

hand-painted scene has been translated to textile 
with a linen look.

Decor with a linen look

97640
Pure Cashmere

97641
Red Rhapsody

97642
Indigo Myth

Décor



Decor with a linen effect

Blooming Pineapple

Tropical flowers and plants such as the South African 
sugar bush, leopard lily and a blooming pineapple 

take you on an exotic journey.

Décor

47

97600
Peacock

97601
Cardinal

97602
Autumn



Java

An exuberant botanical design of tropical leaves 
with the feel of a hand-painted wallcovering. Printed 

in vibrant colours on a fil-à-fil jute. These give the 
wall unprecedented depth and an especially natural 

aspect.

Décor

48

Decor with a jute look

72010A
Cherry

72011A
Camouflage

72012A
Northern Lights



Decor with a chenille look

All’Ombra dei Cipressi

This decor illustrates a Tuscan landscape with 
rounded shapes. The velvety chenille finish

completes the picture.

Décor

51

97500
Morning Glow

97501
Forest Walk

97502
Midnight Dream
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My thologie Grecque

This unusual wallcovering in woven jute takes you 
back to the rich past of the Greeks with stately 
temples and mysterious myths. The monochrome 

design is inspired by the well-known romantic style of 
Toile de Jouy.

Decor with a jute look

97620
Onyx Beige

97621
Marigold

97622
Silver Pine

Décor

A b a n i c o  #  3 4 0 0 1



A b a n i c o  #  3 4 0 01

Decor with imitation fur

97540
Cinnamon

97541
Syringa

Wonderwoods

Wonderwoods shows a fairy-tale hunting scene 
printed on soft imitation fur. Discover dogs, deer, 

cranes and enchanting trees in this playful panorama.

Décor

55
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Pavartina

Pavartina illustrates different gemstones in cross-
section. The layers show a geological process of 

thousands of years. This unique motif is finished in an 
elegant satin look.

Decor with a satin look

97560
Rock

97561
Ice

97562
Fall

Décor

A b a n i c o  #  3 4 0 0 1



Flor Imaginaria

This colourful, tropical drawing with a vertical fil-
à-fil technique is inspired by the Chinese lantern 

plant (Physalis). The pattern and use of colour 
are influenced by African wax fabrics, in the now 

omnipresent typical African prints.

Décor

Decor with a fil-à-fil technique

97660
Bird of Paradise

97661
Pheasant

97662
Malachite Sunbird
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Terra Tropicana

This exuberant wallcovering will immerse you in 
a fiery Brazilian dance. Demonstrating versatility, 

rhythm and a bond with nature, the soft sheen 
enhances the rhythmic feeling. The tropical decor 

has a visible paper structure which gives it a vintage 
touch. 

Decor with a parchment paper look

97670
Golden Sunset

97671
Azure

97672
Ombre

Décor



Decor with a felt look

Pal afitas Amazonia

Inspired by French “toile de jouy”: romantic, floral and 
lovely scenes in red or blue on white backgrounds. 

Palafitas interprets this style of textile printing 
in a completely innovative way and takes you to 

mysterious stilt houses in the Brazilian rainforest.

Décor

63

97580
Watermelon

97581
Beech

97582
Azure
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Città di Castello 

This is a light-hearted composition of a view of the 
Italian city of Città di Castello. The striking interplay 
of lines and colour palette create a three-dimensional 

effect. This decor is finished in a soft textile fabric 
with a chenille look. 

Decor with a chenille look

97680
Terracotta

97681
Sepia

97682
Framboise

Décor



The hand-painted scenes of the “Panoramiques” are artistic 
gems and always consist of several panels that together form 

one panoramic whole.



Panoramique with soft velvet touch

Zerzura

The legend of Zerzura tells the story of a fertile oasis 
in the desert west of the Nile, of which its existence 

was never proven. This mythical scene is brought 
beautifully to life on a velvet background.

Panoramique

69

74060
Warm Sand

74061
Limestone Dune

74062
Desert Night
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Panoramique with refined silk effect

Banyan

This panoramic takes its name from the banyan tree, 
which is commonly found along the Silk Road. It lets 

you wander through a dreamy fantasy landscape, 
amid the hidden valleys and summits of the 

Himalayas. The fact that it has a pure silk look truly 
makes the panoramic come to life.

Panoramique

72

11530
Red Blossom

11531
Deep Forest
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Panoramic with a chenille look

Secret Silhouettes

Mysterious, feminine silhouettes look at you and 
transport you into a fantastical story. This dreamy 

scene with its rounded shapes appeals to the 
imagination, rather like a painting. The soft chenille 

material used suits this panoramic perfectly.

Panoramique

97720
Saffron

97721
Desert Dust

77
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Panoramic with a silk look

Le Jardin Mystique

An image of this hand-painted landscape shows a 
golden dawn against a misty forest backdrop.

Be enchanted by this mysterious sunrise.

Panoramique

97550
Fantasy

97551
Dove
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Panoramic with a parchment paper look

Milk and Honey

A paradise scene that makes you dream away. 
Hummingbirds, parrots and monkeys live harmoniously 

in the land of milk and honey. This panoramic is 
printed on a background with a parchment paper look 

for an unmatched vintage effect.

Panoramique

97630
Silver Pearl

97631
Gold Storm
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Panoramic with a coarse linen effect

Les Mystères de Madagascar

A unique place on earth. From canyons to beautiful 
pearly white beaches, this mysterious island in the 

Indian Ocean has an endless appeal to the imagination. 
Different geographic and ethnic influences characterise 

Madagascar. This great diversity is reflected in this 
coarse linen-effect panorama.

Panoramique

97530
Marrakech

97531
Dune
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Panoramic with a velvet look

97650
Bright Midnight

97652
Emerald Forest

97651
Bright Pimento

Ciel Tropical

Ciel Tropical shows a surreal skyline of the tropical 
jungle. This exuberant panoramic is made of ultra-soft 
velvet fabric and gives your interior an exclusive look 

with an abundance of luxury.

Panoramique

93
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Panoramic in chenille finish

Les Songes Toscans

Songes depicts a Tuscan landscape in a dreamy 
fantasy world. This panoramic in chenille finish 

appeals to the imagination thanks to its soft shapes. 
The cypresses, a typical symbol of Italian nature, 

provide a lifting, vertical effect.

Panoramique

97520
Tuscany

97521
Moorland
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Panoramic made of jute

Valle de Viñales

This colonially inspired landscape is based on an 
etching. The two-tone pattern uses thick jute and a 

fil-à-fil technique in which the fibres used are clearly 
visible. The vertical lines ensure a lifting effect on

the wall.

Panoramique

97710
Black Magic

97711
Palmier
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Panoramic with a dupion silk look

Hills of Sapa

Oriental scene in the rice fields of Sapa. This 
Vietnamese region is known for its thousands of rice 

terraces that cover the valleys. This hand-painted 
scene is printed on a base with a dupion silk look.

Panoramique

97590
Twilight

97591
Dawn

104





COMPANY

READ THE FULL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT:  
ARTE-INTERNATIONAL.COM/

SUSTAINABILITY

Arte takes care 
of the climate

As a CO2-neutral company, 
Arte is committed to minimising 
its ecological footprint and to 

operate in a socially responsable 
way. To obtain this international 

recognised label Arte is monitored 
by certified partners.
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